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COEXISTENCE OF FIAT AND CRYPTOCURRENCIES 
 
Originally published in the Fixed Income & Cryptocurrency Compendium (February 2023) 
 
Historical experience shows that many currencies can exist in harmony, so the mere existence of 
cryptocurrency does not invalidate fiat currency. In a successful cryptocurrency environment, fiat 
currency could remain the dominant system.  
 
The answer is no, however, if the question is: Will both cryptocurrency and fiat currency be good 
investments? Fiat currency is designed to lose value. That is why governments make fiat currency. No 
central bank in the world does not say it is doing its best to engineer a certain quantity of inflation. The 
central bank and other government agencies get to calculate the prevailing rate of inflation, and there are 
those who do not agree with the calculation.  
 
How much debasement does the fiat currency undergo? The answer really depends on which calculation 
one is using for inflation. 
 
Every fiat currency in the history of fiat currencies, with no exceptions whatsoever, ultimately lost well 
in excess of 99% of their purchasing power. That is how they are designed—a fiat currency is basically a 
mechanism for governments to borrow money and repay its creditors in debased currency. Cryptocurrency 
is designed for that group of investors, however large or small, who find that situation intolerable. It is 
really that simple. 
 
Ergo, it is unlikely that cryptocurrency will displace fiat currency. It will likely continue its existence and 
nothing can be done to stop it.  As important, it is unlikely that, cryptocurrency enthusiasts would want to 
do anything to stop fiat currency other than not own as much of it.  
 
EXCHANGES AND DIGITAL ASSETS 
 
In a similar vein, as digital exchanges evolve, can both traditional and nontraditional currencies co-exist 
and can both be successful? Could banks—many of which have been critical of cryptocurrency—and 
crypto both potentially be very good investments five or ten years from now, or does one have to be better 
than the other?  
 
The famous cryptocurrency frauds, such as Mt. Gox and FTX, led to agreement that trading supervision 
is needed. The aforementioned were only two notorious frauds among many. The operational problem in 
establishing supervision is that there are more than 22,000 cryptocurrencies that trade in over 190 nations 
on countless platforms. 
 
It is beyond the resources of governments to supervise and control the evolution of crypto trading. One 
ordinarily thinks of government resources as virtually infinite, but it is difficult for governments to agree 
on a set of rules. Each government desires the tax revenue likely to be generated by cryptocurrency, so 
that there has been a certain regulatory laxity, as is evidenced by problems such as FTX. 
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Securities exchanges are already global multi-asset-class, self-regulatory bodies. They are usually trusted 
by the investment community, since the investors work in cooperation with the exchanges to establish the 
universally agreed upon rules. 
 
Corruption in an exchange can mean the death of a profitable publicly traded enterprise. Corruption of 
government merely results in replacement of officials, and the organization continues. The exchanges 
licensed from the government have the resources as well as the incentives to establish fair, transparent 
supervisory systems. We can anticipate that the publicly traded exchanges, like CBOE, will take the lead 
in the next evolution of cryptocurrency trading. 
 
CBOE’s most recent expansion is the May 2022 acquisition of ErisX (the Eris Exchange LLC), which 
now provides the CBOE with digital asset spot and derivatives markets, as well as clearing and settlement 
capacity in digital assets. It is arguable that the CBOE has the most diversified asset class exposure of the 
publicly traded exchanges. By virtue of the ErisX acquisition, CBOE appears to be the leader in terms of 
digital assets among U.S. exchanges. 
 
CBOE is just the first publicly traded exchange to have a digital asset division.  More have followed suit 
since:  

- In September 2022, Nasdaq launched its Digital Assets division, initially to develop a digital 
custody solution, and intends to expand to provide liquidity and execution services over time.   

- Deutsche Boerse's Eurex is the first to offer a regulated exchange platform for bitcoin futures, 
which officially started trading on April 17, 2023. 

- In April 2023, London Stock Exchange announced its partnership with Global Futures and Options 
to offer UK’s first regulated bitcoin exchange, with a target launch date in the fourth quarter this 
year.  
 

Eventually, every publicly traded securities exchange will have a digital assets division.   Digital assets 
are far more varied than cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin or Ethereum. Unused airline miles can be digital 
assets. Gift cards can be digital assets. Even a GDP forecast can be a digital asset, used to trade economic 
forecasts. Such assets can be created for advertising expenditures in different media and different types of 
data. The range of possible or conceivable digital products is limited only by the power of the human 
imagination.  As digital assets trade on regulated exchanges, and the exchanges establish sufficient track 
records of their ability to function and carry out their regulatory responsibilities without mishap, it will 
eventually be possible to license actual cryptocurrency ETFs.  
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Disclosures 
 
This information should not be used as a general guide to investing or as a source of any specific investment 
recommendations. This is not an offer to sell or a solicitation to invest. Opinions and estimates offered constitute 
the judgment of Horizon Kinetics LLC (“Horizon Kinetics”) and are subject to change without notice, as are 
statements of financial market trends, which are based on current market conditions. Under no circumstances does 
the information contained within represent a recommendation to buy, hold or sell any security, and it should not be 
assumed that the securities transactions or holdings discussed were or will prove to be profitable.  
This material references cryptocurrencies, including bitcoin.  Horizon Kinetics’ subsidiaries manage products that 
seek to provide exposure to bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies.  The value of bitcoins is determined by the supply 
of, and demand for, bitcoins in the global market for the trading of bitcoins, which consists of transactions on 
electronic bitcoin exchanges (“Bitcoin Exchanges”).  Pricing on Bitcoin Exchanges and other venues can be volatile 
and can adversely affect the value of the bitcoin.  Currently, there is a relatively small use of bitcoins in the retail 
and commercial marketplace in comparison to the relatively large use of bitcoins by speculators, thus contributing 
to price volatility that could adversely affect a portfolio’s direct or indirect investments in bitcoin.  Bitcoin transactions 
are irrevocable, and stolen or incorrectly transferred bitcoins may be irretrievable.  As a result, any incorrectly 
executed bitcoin transactions could adversely affect the value of a portfolio’s direct or indirect investment in bitcoin.  
Only investors who can appreciate the risks associated with this investment should invest in cryptocurrencies or 
products that offer cryptocurrency exposure.  As with all investments, investors should consult with their investment, 
legal and tax professionals before investing, as you may lose money. 
Horizon Kinetics Asset Management LLC (“HKAM”), a subsidiary of Horizon Kinetics, manages separate accounts 
and pooled products that may hold certain of the securities and cryptocurrencies mentioned herein, and Horizon 
Kinetics and each of its respective employees may have positions in the securities and cryptocurrencies mentioned 
herein. Horizon Kinetics is parent company to HKAM, a registered investment adviser.  Past performance is not 
indicative of future returns and investors can lose money.   
For more information on Horizon Kinetics, you may visit our website at www.horizonkinetics.com.   
All material presented is compiled from sources believed to be reliable, but no guarantee is given as to its accuracy. 
No part of this material may be: a) copied, photocopied, or duplicated in any form, by any means; or b) redistributed 
without Horizon Kinetics’ prior written consent.  
©2023 Horizon Kinetics LLC ® All rights reserved. 
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